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First of all…
Thank you for buying our book! We hope it will be a 
great journey for you with this private naughty diary in 

your pocket. 

With your purchase you support us to create a free 
extension for this book, which will contains sex positions 

with illustrations. It will be available on our site.  
(www.theultimatesexbucketlist.com)
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The most important part: 
Rules, boundaries

This book is for fun, adventure, romance and for gorgeous, 
sometimes hilarious moments, but there are some rules, 
which you have to always keep in your mind.

Always be

Responsible.

There are a lot of fun and adventurous tasks, but it’s on you 
to make them really joyful without any kind of harm. So be 
responsible.

Respectful. 

Your and your partner(s) boundaries are the most important 
part of this journey. Always keep your and others rights 
and wants in mind, never be unrespectful, intrusive and nev-
er-ever violent. Every task - even the nastiest ones - are 
based on trust, mutual agreement and common sense.

Careful.

There are tasks, when you can be in different places - al-
ways be careful with your environment, always choose a 
place where you feel safe and where what you plan to do 
is legal.
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Reasonable. 

When a photo or a record is described in the task, always 
keep in mind it is a permanent thing. If you post anything, 
you should know, the internet never forgets. So as men-
tioned, trust and common sense is essential.

There are tasks where there is no protection. Every par-
ticipant in these tasks has to be totally healthy, take care 
of each other and think twice before doing these tasks. As 
always, it’s better to be safe than sorry.

Some tasks need alcohol or weed - ONLY WHERE IT’S 
LEGAL. If you are too young, or your country, city has 
different laws, policies, trends, norms - that is the authori-
tative.

So in a nutshell, always be reasonable, 
respectful, responsible and careful and  

ALWAYS KEEP IT LEGAL! 

The categories are listed in an easier-to-harder structure, 
but there is no order; it’s totally up to you.

We hope this book will be a great adventure and have fun!
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Beginner
These tasks are for a little warm-up. Some of us may 
have experienced these long ago, but then at least we 

can feel a bit younger again for a while. 
- Please always check the rules to have a real and good journey - 

Masturbate

Masturbation is maybe the best way to get to know your 
body - and it’s also good for your mental and physical health.

Masturbate to porn

Researches say porn can have a good effect on the libido - 
and it can help when you have a lack of imagination.

Kiss with someone

Kissing boosts mental and physical health by reducing anxiety 
and managing blood pressure. It produces your happy hor-
mones too, and helps you bond with the other person as well.

Dry hump

Rubbing or grinding your genitals against your partner’s, but 
you can do it alone with a pillow or with furniture.

Masturbate in candlelight

Have you had a hard day, need some stress relief? Light 
some candles, put on your favourite music and relax.
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Give a massage

It can be a foreplay too, clothes on or off, it’s on you.

Get a massage 

Masturbate in front of a mirror

It’s a good way to explore your body and you can arouse 
your partner too  - take pictures and send them.

Spend the all day naked

But maybe -absolutely- do it when you’re at home. Love 
yourself, it’s time to become comfortable with your body.

Listen audio porn

It’s a great way to improve your imagination without watch-
ing porn.

Watch female-friendly, ethical porn

Ethical porn is made consensually, pays the performers fairly 
and treats them with respect. Everyone on the set is comfort-
able with the happenings. Ethical porn is often more realistic 
than casual porn.
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Together
Beginner kinds tasks for you two. With these tasks 

you can get to know yourself better and your 
partner’s body, they can improve your relationship 
and give some preparation for the rest of the book. 
- Please always check the rules to have a real and good journey - 

Bite lips when kissing

Don’t bite too hard!

Mutual masturbation with your partner

It can be part of foreplay or it can just be an intimate activity. 
You can spice it up by watching porn together.

Finger your partner

Fingering is usually the first step in sexual life. It’s a typical 
foreplay item but it can be a pleasureful sexual activity on its 
own. It’s a good way to learn about you partner’s body, how 
she/he likes it and you can do it in a lot of different positions.

Let your partner finger you

Give your partner a handjob

The same as for fingering applies here.

Let your partner give a handjob to you
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Give oral sex

It would be possible to write a whole book about it. It’s a 
total unique dimension in sexual life, you can give a hundred 
way pleasure for your partner in this way. Explore her/his 
body, use your hands and lips and your imagination. .

Get oral sex

Have sex

It was written that oral sex could fill a book. Then it would 
be possible to fill tons of books facts and tips about having 
sex. But there are two important things that you have to 
ensure: consensuality and protection. There are sooooooo 
many ways for it, only with the ideas can fill a book. Actually 
those filled this book, so let’s continue.

Sleep naked with your partner

Sleeping naked has a lot of benefits itself, for example it can 
help you fall asleep faster, reduce stress and anxiety - and 
it’s very good for your skin. Sleeping naked with your part-
ner stimulates the release of oxytocin (the love hormone) - it 
helps to build the bond between you two.

Stay in bed all day long

Not in a lazy way!

Use your nails on your partner’s back during sex

Be careful - or not. It depends how hard you two like it.

Eat some food with aphrodisiac properties

An aphrodisiac is a substance that increases sexual desire, 
sexual attraction, sexual pleasure, or sexual behavior. For 
example strawberries, chocolate, artichokes, asparagus, oys-
ters, maca, ginseng, figs, watermelon - the list is really long.
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Watch porn with your partner

You can learn new things and it can help to get in the mood.

Sex while watching porn

This can be directly the next step after the previous task.

Make-up sex

Sex after a conflict? Makeup sex can be more intense and it 
can assists in releasing underlying emotions.

Morning sex

Hello again, love hormones - and bye stress. Morning sex is 
a good way to start your day, it counts as a workout, boosts 
up our immune system - it’s time to set your alarm for 30 
minutes early and forget the snooze button!

Wake up your partner by oral sex

Does your partner have a hard time waking up in the morn-
ing? Well, this can be a great way to help him/her. (Talk 
about it previously, maybe your partner doesn’t like the idea.)

Be woken up by oral sex

Wake up your partner with sex

Same here as previously; talk about it earlier - so later it can 
be a great and surprisingly beginning of the day.

Be woken up with sex

Sex in the middle of the night

Streets are empty, houses are dark, silence everywhere... but 
not in your bedroom. Don’t just get up in the middle of the 
night, stay awake and tease each other until then with a long 
foreplay.
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Rough sex

Speak with your partner about this, before you two try it. 
If not all parties are fully consenting, that’s not rough sex - 
that’s crime.

Blended orgasm

Simultaneous orgasms - for example clitoral and vaginal or-
gasm happens at once. You need a lot of patience to reach 
this goal but it is definitely worth it.
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Party
We all know, there are things that -almost- only can 
happen in a party. Alcohol is part of these tasks - not 
necessarily, but maybe it’s easier to release yourself 

when you’re tipsy. 
- Please always check the rules to have a real and good journey - 

Kiss with someone while halves a slice of lemon or lime

Tequila time!

Play with an adult board game

You can play only with your partner or in a bigger company. 
If you’re playing it only between you two, it’s a great way to 
have some absolutely different fun, romance and experience 
than it used to be. There are plenty of versions and you can 
personalise them for your taste.

Play truth or dare

Truth or dare is fun - and not just when you are 16. You can 
spice up the night or it can be a good start to help release the 
anxiety in a party. There are several mobile apps if you don’t 
have enough ideas. There are difficulty levels in them too.

Give lap dance

Turn the music on and feel the rhythm!

Get lap dance

Pole dancing
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Play strip poker

It’s harder to bluff as you become more naked.

Do a striptease in a party

It’s a good “dare” in truth or dare, too.

Naked twister

The absolute joy. You all can laugh a lot, and as it becomes 
more twisted maybe your mood will change too.

Sex at a music festival / concert

Usually it’s visualised in our head as a quickie, but it mustn’t 
be just that; take the chance and make it in your own way!

Make out with someone during a house party

Yeah, good old teenager years...

Go to a sex party

It’s like a swinger party for singles.

Group sex

It’s count over four participants!
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Fun
This category contains quite different tasks but they 

have something in common - they are all a little 
unusual, not fit in your daily life. Or of course, who 
knows, it can be a usual day or activity for someone. 

- Please always check the rules to have a real and good journey - 

Make a sex playlist

You can find several on the internet, but none of them will be 
as good as yours.

Change your pubic hair

Landing strip, heart, triangle; but the internet can give you 
more ideas.

Use random items as a sex toy

An ER doctor can tell you a lot of ideas, so be very careful!

Watch porn with a friend

You can check out the “Mutual masturbation” task too, or 
even more: you can be friends with benefits. But to complete 
this task no contact is needed, you can watch the porn with-
out touching each other or even yourself.

Sexting

How do you do, fellow kids? There were times when there 
weren’t cameras on phones... Yeah, really. Just text, no pic-
tures or videos.
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